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Building Walls  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

Can’t say the words that really tell you  

What I feel deep inside  

As if this silence keeps me from falling  

So I hide  

From the soul that is my very own, from the feelings that have grown  

From the love I feel for you, cause I can’t believe this is really true  

  

Can’t stop the tears I’ve cried before,  

Deep blue oceans are my world  

The water keeps on running and running  

I’m so hurt  

Cause I found something so right  

But I cannot see the light  

At night I’m feeling all alone  

Makes my heart turn into stone  

  

And that’s when I’m desperate, my heart is in pain  

So I keep building walls, over and over again  

Walls only I can see through  

I’m sorry I didn’t build a window for you  

 

I hope your own wall isn’t too high  

I hope we’ll grow wings and fly 
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Bare game  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music & All instruments: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

I’m so vulnerable you could hurt me with a single word,  

now I know you won’t  

I’m so fragile you can easily break me with just one look,   

now I know you don’t  

With my back against this wall of anguish, I could not really be  

Now I’ve finally found the courage,  

it was all the time inside of me  

  

You can hide behind your walls, but your heart will follow  

When you think you’ve found shelter, your soul is hollow  

When you’re convinced that you can handle all the pain  

That’s when you realize it’s only a game  

The game of running and hiding, of seeking not finding  

And it’s no fun game at all  

The game of perilous pretending, useless defending  

You’re smashed against your very own wall  

And that’s what really hurts  

  

Instead of curtain covered windows you let me see through, 

now you can see through me  

Instead of holding anything back you give me all that is in you  

now I give you the real me  

With my back against this wall of anguish, thought I felt so safe inside  

Now I’ve finally found the courage,  

exchange my darkness for your light  
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You can hide behind your walls, but your heart will follow  

When you think you’ve found shelter, your soul is hollow  

When you’re convinced that you can handle all the pain  

That’s when you realize it’s only a game  

The game of running and hiding, of seeking not finding  

And it’s no fun game at all  

The game of perilous pretending, useless defending  

You’re smashed against your very own wall  

And that’s what really hurts  

  

Someone out there must have seen me wandering,   

lost and all alone  

Someone out there must have showed me the way  

an invisible road home  

 

With my heart and body I wanna shout it out loud,  

while I indulge your tender touch  

Now the last wall’s pulled down I can tell you,  

tell you that I love you so much  

  

No longer hide behind my walls, it’s my heart I will follow  

Cause I feel I’ve found shelter, my soul no longer hollow  

And I have all the strength to handle all of love’s pain  

Cause now I realize that’s the real game  

The game of loving is feeling, is hurting is healing   

And it’s the game I accept  

The game of loving is needing, is giving is leading  

And it’s the game I accept  

And that’s what really sets my soul at ease 
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Like circles  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music & All instruments: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

When Nickie met Steve  

she couldn’t believe  

Her eyes stopped blinking  

and her heart skipped thousand beats  

On the back seat of his bike  

Wind was blowing through her hair  

And she felt the summer heat  

as they’d ride to the beach  

  

And they would never ever part  

Cause they would always feel each others heart  

Around and around in circles they danced  

Like circles forever in a soulmate trance  

  

Used to skip from class  

Laying down in the grass  

Rainy clouds would disappear  

As they shared some bottles of beer  

And they had the solution  

To the world wide pollution  

Any wish would come true  

The sky was never so blue  

  

And they would never ever part  

Cause they would always feel each others heart  

Around and around in circles they danced  

Like circles forever in a soulmate trance  
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All those late afternoons  

They spent in his room  

While listening to the song  

The fuse went on and on  

Sometimes she had to weep  

For this love so deep  

Sometimes this bliss felt so unreal  

She was so afraid to feel  

  

But they would never ever part  

Cause they would always feel each others heart  

Around and around in circles they danced  

Like circles forever in a soulmate trance  

  

Black suited him well  

But he had a bad smell  

And as he came nearby  

Nickie started to cry  

He claimed him that day  

And he took him away …  

But she knows  

  

They will never ever part  

Cause she will always feel his heart  

Around and around in circles they will dance  

Like circles forever in a soulmate trance  

Around and around in circles they will dance  

Like circles forever in a soulmate trance 
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How can I stay  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

Dark is the night and so is the day  

Can’t see the road, but how can I stay  

Tell me, how can I stay  

  

Is it too late to get out of this place?  

Look in my eyes, look at my face  

Tell me I don’t belong here and I’ll leave  

In silence I’ll go, in silence I’ll grieve  

Standing naked here before you  

I know there’s no where I can run to  

How I wish I could find a way out of here  

  

Dark is the night and so is the day  

Can’t see the road, but how can I stay  

Tell me, how can I stay  

  

Who let me in to play this game  

God or the devil or do I have myself to blame  

My soul is screaming cause this is not right  

My eyes search the sky for a star shining bright  

Sleep come easy, tomorrow wake me  

Out of this beautiful dream I dreamt last night  

Cause this is a battle I don’t wanna fight  
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Is it too late to get out of this place?  

Look in my eyes, look at my face  

Tell me I don’t belong here and I’ll leave  

In silence I’ll go, in silence I’ll grieve  

Sleep come easy, tomorrow wake me  

Out of this beautiful dream I dreamt last night  

Cause this is a battle I don’t wanna fight  

 

Dark is the night and so is the day  

Can’t see the road, but how can I stay  

Tell me, how can I stay  
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Heaven or hell  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

Walking up hill a tiny pebble makes me stumble  

The more I fall down the more I feel humble  

By the time I reach the bottom of this big black hole  

My body is aching and so is my soul  

  

And it’s always heaven or hell  

The world in between just suffocates, and I  

Can’t breath can’t move can’t tell  

Why I hurt myself  

 

Reach for the sun then suddenly catch the rain  

Afraid of hurt that’s why I feel the pain  

No shelter from a storm that follows where I go  

Staring at the ground as my self esteem drops low  

  

And it’s always heaven or hell … 

Just one blink of an eye and I’m on the wrong track  

Instead of going home I find myself going back  

Pick up the ballast I left behind on the way  

And I’m back again, where I was yesterday   

  

And it’s always heaven or hell … 
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Picture in the mirror 

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music & All instruments: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Picture in the mirror, don’t ever go away  

This moment is our infinite guide  

Picture in the mirror, so show us the way  

To our love in an endless flight  

  

Sparkling lights, soul full of joy  

Feeling half a man, half a boy  

Happy thoughts, a dream come true  

My heart is beating, just by looking at you   

Expressing feelings of love and affection  

The world around has slowly vanished  

This moment brings all the satisfaction  

To thoughts and dreams, for a long time cherished  

  

Picture in the mirror, don’t ever go away  

This moment is our infinite guide  

Picture in the mirror, so show us the way  

To our love in an endless flight  

 

The mirror is the camera, precisely imaging the scene  

In the glass there’s a picture never to disappear  

Looking together, feeling the same way  

Want to make a copy, as a remembrance of a beautiful day  

 

The picture shows a story, never to be told   

I’ll just remember this moment until I’m old  

Whenever there will be any doubt  

I want to show it and cry it out loud  
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, tell us what you see  

Is it perfect and is it real?  

Beacon of love, an indelible picture  

Join our lives, lasting for ever  

Picture in the mirror, don’t ever go away  

This moment is our infinite guide  

Picture in the mirror, so show us the way  

To our love in an endless flight  

Picture in the mirror, don’t ever go away  

To our love in an endless flight  
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Picture in the mirror Part 2  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music & All instruments: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Never been touched so tender  

Never been touched so deep  

This picture tells the story  

I always want to keep  

If I could see through your eyes  

Then maybe I would realize  

You see the same as I do  

There is no clue  

  

Sometimes I feel so uncomfortable  

Right now I feel so vulnerable  

I wonder is this picture real  

How can this be, how can you feel  

If I could see through your eyes  

Then maybe I would realize  

You see the same as I do  

There is no clue  

  

This picture hanging on my memory's wall  

So beautiful and precious, I'll recall  

Precise as never ever before  

The mirror showed exactly what I was looking for  

The lights were dim but I saw clear  

All of my inside and that's what I fear  
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No doubt in my heart, no doubt in my mind  

But when I seem cold and not so kind  

No doubt in my heart, no doubt in my mind  

Sometimes I may seem not so kind  

 

All I ever packed, you unseal  

All I've been hiding all of my life, you reveal  

  

If I don't speak out loud and you need to hear  

Look at this picture, you will find me near  

It shows everything that is in me  

Here in this frame with you is where I want to be  

I'm giving you my everything but can this last  

Today might be tomorrow's past  

  

No doubt in my heart, no doubt in my mind  

But when I seem cold and not so kind  

It’s just that I’m afraid to break,  

it’s me myself that’s here at stake  

No doubt in my heart, no doubt in my mind  

All I ever packed, you unseal  

All I've been hiding all of my life, you reveal  

  

I want it, I love it, never regret our first kiss  

And it may hurt sometimes, this picture's a bliss  

I want it, I love it, never regret our first kiss  

And it may hurt sometimes, this picture's a bliss  
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Emptiness  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

You can’t see it  

But you sure can feel it  

Invisible space all around  

Your feet no longer touch the ground  

  

Emptiness  

Emptiness  

  

There’s no beginning  

And you sure can’t see the border  

Endless space all around  

You can only hear the silent sound  

  

Emptiness, you can’t fight it  

Emptiness, no longer hide it  

  

Emptiness is a big black hole  

Emptiness is creeping in  

Creeping its way into your soul  

You can only give in  

And it grabs me, everywhere I turn it grabs me  

And it stabs me, everywhere I turn it stabs me  

  

I don’t want it  

No I really never wanted it  

Imprisoning space everywhere  

No one sees no one cares  
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I can’t fight it  

I sure try but I can’t fight it  

Invisible space inaudible sound  

It’s everywhere it’s all around  

  

Emptiness, you can’t fight it  

Emptiness, no longer hide it  

  

Emptiness is a big black hole  

Emptiness is creeping in  

Creeping its way into your soul  

You can only give in  

And I scream, every time I turn I scream  

And I cry, every time I turn I cry without a tear  

  

Emptiness - is all around  

Emptiness - silent sound  

Emptiness 
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Weeds on the wall  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

The mirror watches the changes as you put on the courage  

Long lash mascara and blueberry lipstick will get you through the day  

Take a last look at the one that looks so much like you  

The perfect match powder blends the lines and hides the truth  

You thought your pain would be frozen within  

How could you know he would light up a fire...  

  

Weeds on the wall and the wall is so high  

Wings like the birds wish you could fly  

Climb on the wind and over the wall …  

you’re too small      

  

Everyone thinks you look so cool you’re oh so strong they look up to you  

Some may even think you’re like a rock, but they don’t see the trick you do  

In the morning you watch the rising sun while putting on your dress   

The weather is beautiful today but in your heart it’s a mess  

You thought your pain would be safe in the suitcase  

How could you know he has a matching key ...  

   

Weeds on the wall and the wall is so high  

Wings like the birds wish you could fly  

Climb on the wind and over the wall …  

you’re too small  
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If you thínk you're too small  

You build up your own wall   

If you don't talk or don't call  

You will gain nothing at all   

If you thínk you're too small  

 

All the world's clothing and cosmetics will fail in the end   

the mirror will crack and your fantasy's gone  

Don't look for answers I've already send   

don't doubt my intentions, for me you're the one  

  

Maybe too much love, afraid of what's coming next,   

I just have no more sayings or printed text  

You have to make up your mind   

let me in or leave me behind  

  

You'll have to jump when you are small   

You'll have to fight if you want to tear down this wall   

You'll have to share your feelings and thoughts   

You'll have to smash the mirror for the love of all   

  

Weeds on the wall and the wall is so high  

Wings like the birds wish you could fly  

Climb on the wind and over the wall …  

you’re too small 
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Where is the light  

Lyrics: Astrid Rhemrev / Music: Hans Geurts / Lead vocals: Joycez 

Instruments: Hans Geurts / Additional and lead guitars: Dani Rogosic 

Run to the attic make yourself small  

Hear the cold words echo in the hall  

Five more steps before she opens the door  

Won’t feel today’s slaps, skin’s already sore  

  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

  

The little boy’s silence, she hears the alarm  

Must be his safe house, comforting and warm  

Go silent down the stairs, sit next to his bed  

Hush now little baby, tomorrow lies ahead  

  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face   

  

Never looks up, he’s frozen to his chair  

The little black men, they are everywhere  

He is hopelessly fighting them day after day  

From his mouth only whispers, idle pray    
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Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

 

And the twister sister, I’ll tell you about her  

Look the other way as the cries get louder  

Take care of yourself, get scratchless out of here  

But the emptiness inside will never disappear  

  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face  

Where is the light in this lonely dark place  

Is there someone out there to wash the tears from your face 
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